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Abstract: We study and develop efficient and versatile Predictor-Corrector continuation methods for large sparse 
problems. The first object is to show how special solving methods for a large sparse linear systems can be incorporated 
into the basic steps of a continuation method. Next we describe how to use a special nonlinear conjugate gradient 
method to perform the corrector phase. It is shown how such methods can be used to detect bifurcation points, and 
how to trace bifurcating solution branches by using local perturbations. Finally, a numerical example involving 
bifurcating branches of a nonlinear eigenvalue problem is given. 
Keywords: Numerical continuation methods, large sparse systems, numerical approximation of bifurcation points. 
1. Introduction 
One of the important applications of continuation methods involves the approximation of 
solution branches of nonlinear eigenvalue problems. Such problems are likely to have arisen from 
a discretization of an operator equation in a Banach space context (e.g. a PDE) which involves 
additional parameters. As a result of the discretization the corresponding finite dimensional 
problem usually takes the form H(U) = 0 where H : R N+l - Iw N. Since one wishes to maintain a 
reasonably low truncation error, the dimension N is usually quite large. This then leads to the 
task of solving large scale continuation problems. 
The area in which perhaps the greatest amount of experience concerning large scale continua- 
tion methods exists is structural mechanics, see e.g. [45] and the further references cited therein. 
There has been recent work combining continuation methods with multigrid methods for solving 
large scale continuation problems arising from discretization of boundary value problems via 
finite differences, see e.g. [13], [4], [12], [35], [lo] and further literature cited therein. Another area 
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where large scale continuation problems have been treated concerns finite element discretizations 
of boundary value problems, which are handled by a continuation algorithm using a conjugate 
gradient method as the corrector, see [25]. 
The sections of our paper have the following content: 
Section 2: A brief introduction of our concept of a predictor-corrector continuation method is 
given. Then we discuss how in general any given linear solver for sparse problems may be used to 
adapt the method to large scale problems. 
Section 3: A special nonlinear conjugate gradient method for performing the corrector phase is 
described. This turns out to be an adaptation of the conjugate gradient method due to Polak and 
Rib&e [37]. We adapt this method to the case where the minimization problem has the form 
Note that the solution points of (1.1) are not isolated points, but rather curves which we wish to 
trace. The adaptation makes use of the assumption that a starting point near the solution curve is 
available. The task of developing efficient preconditioners for the special problem (1.1) is also 
investigated. 
Section 4: Several possibilities are described for detecting bifurcation points as the curve is 
numerically traversed, and for tracing the bifurcating branches. In particular, a local perturba- 
tion technique described in [21] is adapted and employed for the case of sparse solvers. 
Section 5: Several numerical examples are given arising from discretizations of nonlinear 
boundary value problems related to plate buckling. Here, in particular the techniques of Section 
4 have been used to obtain bifurcation solutions. 
2. A brief review of continuation methods 
In order to prepare the notation for our discussions below, let us begin with a brief review of 
the class of predictor-corrector continuation methods which we will consider. We assume 
throughout the paper that H: RN+’ + lR N is a map. To simplify the subsequent discussions, we 
assume that H is C”, but the amount of smoothness actually needed will be evident from the 
context. We are interested in tracing solution branches of H-‘(O). For example, a discretization 
of a nonlinear operator equation may be written in this form if the problem has one additional 
parameter such as an eigenvalue parameter. 
A sketch of a general predictor-corrector method for tracing a solution branch may be given 
in the following “generic” way: 
2.1. Generic Predictor-Corrector Method 
input 
u E RN+l such that H(u) = 0; 
h >O; 
end input 
repeat 
predict a point u such that 
H(u)=Oand ]]z.-u]] =h; 
{initial point} 
{initial steplength} 
{predictor step) 
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let wEIRNtl approximately solve 
mm,{ II u - w II I H(w) = O>; 
u := w; 
adapt stepsize h > 0; 
{corrector step} 
{new point along H-‘(O)} 
until traversing is stopped. 
The most commonly used predictor step is given by 
u := u + ht( H’( u)) (2.1) 
where h S- 0 is the current stepsize and the tangent vector t( H’( u)) E RN+ ’ is the unique solution 
of the equations 
H’( u)t = 0, > 0. (24 
Here and in the following * indicates performing a transpose. The tangent vector is only defined 
for regular points of H, i.e. for points u E R! N+’ such that the Jacobian H’(U) has maximal rank. 
The third condition in (2.2) singles out one possible orientation of the tangent. This corresponds 
to a fixed direction of traversing the solution curve. 
If a solution curve c in H-‘(O) is parametrized with respect to arclength and oriented in the 
above sense, it can be viewed as the solution of the following: 
2.2. Defining Initial Value Problem 
(1) ic = t( H’( u)); 
(2) U(0) = r.Q E K’(O). 
Here u,, is a starting point which is assumed to be given. The predictor step (2.1) corresponds to 
a numerical integration step of Problem 2.2 using Euler’s method. More generally, convenient 
numerical integration steps for Problem 2.2 of higher order may be used as a predictor of the 
continuation method. Let us emphasize here that the arclength parametrization is merely chosen 
for convenience of the subsequent discussion and has no intrinsic significance. 
Often a Newton type method is performed in the corrector phase of the algorithm. A simple 
example is the iteration 
Wit1 = w, - H’(w,)+H(Y) (2.3) 
starting with a predictor point wO. Here H’( w,)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of the 
Jacobian H’(wi). We make use of this pseudo inverse as a compact notation for the Newton 
type corrector process, and study below some steps for an economical implementation of this 
iteration. 
For the case of Newton type correctors, the stepsize control has been studied by several 
authors. Typically, the local performance of Newton’s method governs the monitoring of the new 
steplength h, see e.g. [17], [23] or [47]. 
Let us now discuss how in general any sparse linear solver can be incorporated into the 
continuation methods which we have outlined above. Such special solvers might be generically 
described as follows: Given H’(U) and some vector e E RN+ ’ which is not yet specified, we have 
an “efficient” method for obtaining the solution x E RN+’ for the linear system 
H’( U)X =y, e*x=O, (2.4) 
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whenever y E Iw N is given. Among such methods might be linear conjugate gradient methods, 
direct factorization methods exploiting bandedness or sparseness, multigrid, SOR, etc. Of course, 
the iteration (2.3) and thereby the solving of the equations (2.4) need to be performed only to 
within the tolerance by which it is wished to trace the solution curve. 
The choice of the vector e in (2.4) may be regarded as representing a local parametrization, 
which usually is changed in the process of numerically traversing a solution curve. Of primary 
importance in the choice of e is its influence upon the condition of the coefficient matrix in (2.4) 
viz. we should require that 
= /cond( H’( u)H’( u)*) (2.5) 
are approximately of the same order. Intuitively speaking, the vector e should be as parallel as 
possible to ker( H’( u)). A very typical choice for e is the i th co-ordinate unit vector, where the 
co-ordinate i must be carefully chosen. This leads to deleting the corresponding column and 
co-ordinate in (2.4). In the case of discretizations of nonlinear eigenvalue problems, it is very 
desirable to choose the co-ordinate corresponding to the eigenvalue parameter of the problem, 
since this choice does not disturb some special structures of the problem such as bandedness. 
However, the condition (2.5) does not always allow this choice, e.g. near turning points. 
Rheinboldt [44] describes how bandedness can be exploited even in these cases. 
Let us show that given some efficient method for solving (2.4), then also the Euler predictor 
t( H’( u)) and the Newton corrector wi - H’( wi) + H( w;) can be cheaply obtained. For conveni- 
ence, let us denote by 
x = By (2.6) 
the solution operator of (2.4). We emphasize that the (N + 1) X N-matrix B is not explicitly 
given, but instead we have some efficient means of calculating the result x = By. 
The tangent vector t(H’( u)) is determined as follows. By its definition (2.4) and (2.6) B 
satisfies 
H’(u)B = Id, e*B=O*. (2.7) 
If we set 
r:=e- BH’(u)e, (2.8) 
then it can be seen that 
t@‘(u)) = fr/llrll. (2.9) 
We note that the cost of calculating t( H’( u)) requires essentially one calculation of H’( u)e 
(which is cost free in case e = e,) and one solving of (2.4) i.e. x := BH’( u)e. 
In most applications, the choice of sign in (2.9) will be clear from the context e.g. we take the 
tangent which has a small angle with a previously obtained tangent along the curve. Occasion- 
ally, it may be desirable to explicitly calculate the sign of 
(2.10) 
in order to obtain accurate information on the orientation of the curve, e.g. one may wish to 
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check whether a simple bifurcation point has been encountered along 
below. From the identities 
the curve, see Section 4 
and 7 *T > e *e > 0 it follows that 
sign det . (2.11) 
Some special solvers e.g. direct factorization methods permit a cheap determination of the right 
hand side of (2.11), and hence in such cases the orientation of the curve can be inexpensively 
checked. Other special solvers e.g. conjugate gradient methods do not immediately offer such 
possibilities. 
Let us now consider how we can perform an operation involving the Moore-Penrose inverse. 
Using the tangent vector t( H’( u)) which we already obtained in the previous step, it is readily 
checked that 
H’(u)+= [Id-t(H’(u))t(H’(u))*]B. 
Hence, once t( H’( u)) has been obtained, the cost of calculating w := H’( u)‘y amounts to one 
solving of (2.4) i.e. x = By, and then calculating w = x - [t( H’( u)) *.x]t( H’( u)) which is 
essentially the cost of one scalar product. 
Let us summarize the above discussion in the form of a more specific version of Method 2.1 by 
sketching an example of a continuation method where the predictor step is given by Euler’s 
method and the corrector consists of a simplified Newton method (Chord Method). It is assumed 
that a “fast linear equation solver” in the above sense has been selected. 
2.3. Euler-Newton Method With Fast Linear Solver 
input 
u E RN+’ such that H(u) = 0; 
h > 0; 
e E RN+‘; 
end input 
repeat 
solve for 7: 
H’(u)7 = H’(u)e, 
e*7=0; 
7:=e-77; t:=7/1)7)1; 
fix orientation of t; 
u := u + ht; 
repeat 
solve for z: 
H’( u)z = H(u), 
e*z = 0; 
{initial point} 
{initial stepsize} 
{vector for local parametrization) 
{apply fast solver} 
{tangent vector} 
{Euler predictor} 
{corrector loop} 
{apply fast solver} 
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z := z - (t*z)t; {orthogonal projection} 
w := 0 - z; {corrector point} 
until 11 z 11 is sufficiently small; 
u := w; {new 
new stepsize h > 0; { stepsize adaptation} 
choose a new direction e E IW”‘+‘; {the angle between e 
until traversing is stopped. 
‘(0)~ 
and t should be small} 
Recently, some classes of generalized conjugate direction methods have been developed to 
solve N X N systems of linear equations Mx = b where the matrix A4 is not necessarily assumed 
to be positive definite or even symmetric, see [19] for a unifying approach of convergence results. 
The generalized minimal residual algorithm of [46], see also the more stable version of [51], seems 
to be of particular interest in our context, since it only uses multiplications by M. If we take 
where t is some suitable approximation of t( H’( u)) e.g. given by a secant, then it is easy to 
program a multiplication Mx. In fact, the multiplication H’( U)X may be approximated by a 
forward or central difference formula for the directional derivative as in (3.8) so that one 
multiplication by M essentially involves one scalar product and one or two evaluations of the 
map H. The authors are currently investigating, how this linear solver should best be installed 
into the iterative Newton-type corrector process of (2.7). When this has been determined, it may 
turn out to be superior to using the nonlinear conjugate gradient method as a corrector as 
described in the next section. 
3. Nonlinear conjugate gradient methods as correctors 
We have seen that any special linear solver can be conveniently incorporated into the general 
Euler-Newton continuation method. In this section we discuss the integration of conjugate 
gradient methods into numerical continuation. Let us stress that we intend to incorporate a 
nonlinear conjugate gradient method for min. 4 I] H(U) I] 2 in order to perform the corrector 
phase of the continuation process. This is distinct from using a conjugate gradient method as a 
fast linear solver in the Newton type corrector phase as described in Section 2, which has been 
used by most authors. We are aware of only one paper where the above nonlinear conjugate 
gradient method is used, namely [25]. 
In analogy to the Euler-Newton method we describe a continuation method involving a 
secant predictor and a nonlinear conjugate gradient method as a corrector. Our general concept 
2.1 of a continuation method is to generate a predictor point u approximately along the solution 
curve H-‘(O) and then use a corrector procedure to obtain a new point w closer to the curve 
which approximately solves the minimization problem 
mjn{ Ilw-u(l*IH(w)=O}. (3.1) 
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One possibility for approximately solving (3.1) is a Newton type procedure as described in 
Section 2. Another possibility is to minimize the functional 
(3.2) 
via a nonlinear conjugate gradient method starting at the point U. Here L is an as yet to be 
determined nonsingular preconditioner. Note that the gradient V+(W) is orthogonal to the 
tangent vector t( H’( w)) so that this procedure in fact approximately solves our problem (3.1). In 
distinction to the Newton corrector case, this procedure does not offer any help in obtaining the 
tangent vector t( H’( u)) for the next point u approximately in H-‘(O). Thus, we use a secant 
approximation for the tangent vector when performing a predictor step. Concerning the choice of 
a particular nonlinear conjugate gradient corrector, we make an adaptation of the method of 
Polak and Rib&e [37]. This choice is based upon reports, cf. [38] or [6] that in numerical practice 
it has generally yielded the best results. However, another alternative which could be considered, 
would be the algorithm of Fletcher and Reeves [20]. The following is a prototype of a 
predictor-corrector algorithm using a nonlinear conjugate gradient method as corrector. 
3.1. Secant-Conjugate Gradient Algorithm 
input 
2.4 E Wf’; {approximate point on H-‘(O)} 
tEaBN+l; {approximation to t( H’( u))} 
h > 0; { steplength} 
end input 
repeat 
u := u + ht; {predictor step} 
calculate LL * = H’(u)H’(u)* { preconditioner} 
such that L is lower triangular; 
g,:= H’(u)*(LL*)-‘H(u); d:=g”; {gradients} 
repeat {corrector loop} 
let i approximately solve {line search} 
min p>o +IIL-‘WU-p4112; 
w := ” - pd; 
g,:= H’(w)*(LL*)-‘H(w); 
;:I hgw+-y$u)*R”/lI IT” II 2; 
w 3 
u := w; g, := g,; 
until convergence; 
{corrector step} 
{new gradient} 
{new conjugate gradient} 
adapt stepsize h > 0; 
t := (w - u)/ll w - u II ; 
u := W’ 
until tra;ersing is stopped. 
{approximation to t( H’( w))} 
{new point approximately on H- 
Several of the recently developed large scale continuation methods deal with discretizations of 
nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems. In these cases, usually the N x N-submatrix of H’(u) 
obtained by deleting the column corresponding to the eigenvalue parameter is positive definite. 
Let us stress here that the above algorithm does not make use of any such property and is meant 
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to apply to more general situations. This greater versatility may be obtained at the cost of a 
greater computational effort. 
Let us now discuss in detail some features of the above algorithm. The difference from a 
standard nonlinear conjugate gradient method such as the method of Polak and Rib&e is that 
the functional C#J in (3.2) does not have isolated minimal points, but instead it has a l-manifold 
H-‘(O) of minimal points. However, by examining the gradient 
v+(w) =H’(w)*(LL*)-Q+v) (3.3) 
we observe immediately that the conjugate gradient directions in Algorithm 3.1 are essentially 
orthogonal to the solution manifold H-‘(O). We use this fact in the sequel to obtain some results 
which are known to hold in the case of isolated local minima. Recently, Powell [39] and Al-Baali 
[l] have established some convergence results without assuming the existence of isolated minima. 
However, they are more general and do not make use of the special structure (3.3) and the above 
mentioned orthogonality. 
A number of methods are available for determining c in the line search of Algorithm 3.1, see 
e.g. [18] and [24]. In our particular situation however, we can obtain an inexpensive inexact line 
search by exploiting the fact that the above algorithm generates predictor points u which are 
close to the curve so that I] H(u) ]] is small. Hence we can make use of the Taylor expansion 
Let us denote the exact line search solution to 
t$G(u - pd) 
> 
by pmin. The estimate (3.4) leads to an approximation 
From 
v+(u) =H’(u)*(LL*)-Qi(u), 
vqqu) =H’(u)*(LL*)-‘H’(u) +o( IIH(u) II), 
we obtain the approximation 
p := (L-‘H(U))*(L-‘H’(U)d) 
L-‘H’( up 11 2 
with relative truncation error 
IP-PminI/IPI =0(IIfG)lI). 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
A steplength adaptation usually also monitors a quantity such as 0( I] H(u) I]) in order to 
maintain predictor points sufficiently near the solution curve. Hence, the above estimate suggests 
to customize a steplength adaptation in such a way that the validity of the line search (3.7) is also 
monitored. That is, if the line search is tending towards failure, then the steplength is reduced 
accordingly. 
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Since the evaluation of H’( v)d may be costly for large scale problems, an inexpensive 
approximation of H’( v)d may be made by using the central difference formula 
H’( v)d = (2~)-7 H( u + cd) - H( v - cd)) + 0(e2) (3.8) 
for an appropriate discretization step c 11 d 11. 
Let us now discuss the convergence of the corrector steps. We will make use of the following 
lemma which may be known. But since we are unaware of a reference, we include a proof for 
reasons of completeness. 
3.2. Lemma. Let A be a symmetric positive definite N X N-matrix with maximal eigenvalue h,, 
and minimal eigenvalue X,, so that its condition number is given by K = X,,,.Jhmin. Then 
x*Ax 
max x--Ax 
II 
:xeP, 
X x *A2x 
Proof. For II x II = 1 we have 
II x*Ax II 
2 
x-_Ax =- 
(x*Ax)~ 
x *A2x x2A2x . 
Formulating the Lagrange equations for 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
shows that x, Ax, and A2x must be linearly dependent. Hence 
x = cos (~2.4, + sin ffu2 (3.11) 
for two unit eigenvectors ur, u2 of A with corresponding eigenvalues A, and A, respectively 
where we assume A, < A,. Substituting (3.11) into (3.10) leads to 
min 
(A, cos2~ + A, sin’s)’ 
a A: COS~CY + A: sin2a 
which has the solution 4~/( K + 1)2 where K := X,/h,. Since 
(3.12) 
4K K--l 
‘- (K+1)2 = K+l’ 
the assertion follows by taking A,, = X, and X max = X 2. III 
3.3. Proposition. Let d(u) := V+(V) be the gradient given in (3.6) and let p(v) be the steplength 
obtained in the approximate minimal line search (3.7). We denote by K(V) the condition number of 
A(v):=(L-‘H’(v))(L-‘H’(u))*. Then for VEIW~+I sufficiently near the solution curve c of 
Problem 2.2, the following estimate holds locally uniformly in v: 
II L-1ff(~ - i+)d(4) II 
/IL-‘H(v) ll 
K(4 - l + o( 11 H(v) 11). 
’ K(V) + 1 
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Proof. By Taylor’s formula 
L-‘H(U-p(u)d(u))=L-‘H(U)-p(u)L-‘H’(u)d(u)+0(~*(U)(~d(u)~~*). 
Substituting (3.6) and (3.7) into the above equation and regarding that 
C&*(u) II d(u) II ‘) = o( II H(u) II *>, 
we obtain 
LPH(U-p(u)d(u)) 
= L_lH( u) - 
(L-‘H(U))*A(U)(L-‘H(u)) 
(LPH( u))*A*( u)( L?H( u)) 
A(u)(L-‘H(u)) + o( II H(u) II ‘1. 
Dividing by ]] L-‘H( u) I] and applying Lemma 3.2 yields the assertion. 0 
For the special case that H is an affine map H(u) := L-‘( Bu - b), we note that all gradients 
(3.3) are orthogonal to ker( B), and it is straightforward to see that the standard results for the 
linear conjugate gradient method, see e.g. [49], carry over to this case. We summarize some of 
these results in the following proposition. 
3.4. Proposition. Let H be the affine map H(u) := L-‘( Bu - b) where B is an N X (N + 1)-matrix 
with maximal rank N. Let Xl > X2 > . . . > A, be an enumeration of all nonzero distinct eigen- 
values of the Hessian A = (L-‘B)( L-‘B) *. Suppose the corrector loop in Algorithm 3.1 with exact 
line search generates the points u,, := u, ul, . . . Then 
(1) the loop stops after r steps at the solution u, = U = u - BtH( u); 
(2) , n=l,2 ,..., r-l; 
where K = X,/X, is the condition number of A. 
The above results motivate the conjecture that the corrector in Algorithm 3.1 is locally 
superlinearly convergent. Indeed, the gradient method stops at a solution after r steps for any 
quadratic model of the equation H = 0. By Taylor’s formula, such models are locally very 
accurate near the solution curve. Local superlinear convergence has been established for the case 
of isolated local minima by [15], [34], [41] and [42] and we expect that their proof can be carried 
over to our case by using the orthogonality relation mentioned after (3.2). Since an important 
area of applications concerns discretizations of operator equations, we also mention the analysis 
of Winther [50] concerning superlinear convergence results regarding conjugate gradients on 
quadratic problems in Hilbert space. 
The preceding discussion shows that the preconditioner L should be chosen in such a way that 
the condition of A(u) = ( LP’H’( u))( L-‘H’( u))* is as small as possible. An ideal choice would 
be an L such that LL* = H’(u) H’( u) * is the Cholesky decomposition. We then have 
v+(u) = H’(o)*(LL*))‘H(u) 
= H’(u)*(H’(u)H’(u)*)~‘H(u) 
= H’(u)+H(u). 
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Hence in this case, the gradient V$J( u) = H’( u)+H( u coincides with the usual Newton direction ) 
which has been discussed as a corrector in the previous section. Of course, if we actually use the 
Cholesky decomposition, we would in general be relinquishing whatever advantage sparseness 
may have offered. The aim is therefore to determine L at small computational expense so that 
linear equations such as Lx = y are cheaply solved for x, and so that L satisfies the approximate 
equation LL * = H’( u)H’( u) *. One possible avenue is to adapt the idea of incomplete Cholesky 
factorization, see e.g. [26] to our special case. 
Let us sketch this idea by means of an example. Suppose that H’(u) schematically has a band 
structure with the exception of the last column e.g. 
/ 
x x 0 0 0 0 x’ 
x x x 0 0 0 x 
H’(u) = oxxxoox 
00xxx0x’ 
oooxxxx 
,o 0 0 0 x x x 
Then H’(u) * may be transformed to upper triangular form via e.g. Givens rotations so that 
\ xxxzzz 
oxxxzz 
ooxxxz 
H’(u)* = + oooxxx L* =: 
ooooxx i i o* . 
00000x 
I 0 0 0 0 0 01 
x x 0 0 0 0 
x x x 0 0 0 
oxxxoo 
ooxxxo 
oooxxx 
ooooxx 
xxxxxx 
The incomplete factorization would yield an upper triangular matrix L* except that the elements 
designated by z are not calculated, but instead are held equal to zero. 
Finally, let us mention two devices which may make Algorithm 3.1 more efficient. First, if the 
evolution of H’(w) is very costly, one may prefer to hold it fixed in the corrector loop. However, 
we note that no decomposition of H’(w) is performed in the conjugate gradient methods. 
Instead only two subroutines are needed which evaluate w, x - H’( w)x and w, d +-+ H’(w) *d. 
Secondly, an efficient stepsize selection is needed. A stepsize control of [17] can be adapted for 
an error model of superlinear convergence, e.g. e,+ i = Cc: for some 1 <p < 2. Since Newton 
correctors converge rapidly, they are usually combined with a low order predictor such as a 
tangential (Euler) step. For nonlinear conjugate gradient correctors the situation changes 
considerably, since they converge more slowly. Hence it may be important to combine these 
correctors with high order predictors to reduce the number of corrector steps. We suggest using 
polynomial interpolation through the previously generated points approximately along the curve. 
It is possible to develop a variable order strategy by estimating the truncation errors. This is 
similar to the strategies used in numerical integration methods, see e.g. [48]. The variable order 
strategy can be combined with the above mentioned stepsize selection. A detailed study of these 
strategies will be given elsewhere. 
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4. Handling bifurcation 
Let us briefly sketch how bifurcations can be handled when tracing the curve c defined by 
Problem 2.2. Some of the fundamental results on the constructive aspects of bifurcation theory 
and the numerical solution of bifurcation problems are due to Keller [29-311; see also [28] and 
[43]. The following definition of simple bifurcation points can be given more generally in Banach 
spaces, see e.g. [16], [36], [5] or [14]. 
4.1. Definition. A point u0 is called a simple bifurcation point of H if the following conditions 
hold: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
H( uO) = 0. 
dim ker (H’( q,)) = 2, and hence dim ker (H’( u,)*) = 1. Let y span ker (H’( uO) *). 
The symmetric bilinear form y *H”( u,,)[ . , -1: ker (H’( zq,)) x ker (H’( uO)) + R has one 
positive and one negative eigenvalue. 
It is possible to show that H-‘(O) can be represented in a neighborhood of u0 by two smooth 
curves, say c and c”, which for simplicity we assume to be parametrized with respect to arclength 
and normalized by the condition c(0) = c(O) = uO. It is not difficult to show that the determinant 
of the augmented Jacobian 
det H’(44) 
i i t(s)* 
(4.1) 
changes sign at s = 0. The same statement holds for c”. Conversely, the following can be shown 
by degree arguments, see e.g. [40]: if c is a smooth curve contained in H-‘(O) such that (4.1) 
changes sign at s = 0, then c(0) is a bifurcation point of H (not necessarily a simple bifurcation). 
Various techniques for the numerical treatment of bifurcations have been developed and tested. 
For comprehensive bibliographies, see e.g. the proceedings edited by Kiipper et al. [32,33]. Most 
of these techniques are based on the above characterization (4.1). 
It is clear that simple bifurcations along the solution curve c of Problem 2.2 can be detected 
by monitoring the sign of (4.1) as c is numerically traversed. However, as we have already noted 
in Section 2, not all techniques for performing the corrector steps in Method 2.1 permit an 
inexpensive means of obtaining this sign. This is especially true for the conjugate gradient 
correctors of Section 3. A possible remedy is furnished by a method of perturbations based upon 
the noted: 
4.2. Theorem (Sard). Almost all d E RN are regular values of H. 
This suggests that by choosing an arbitrary small perturbation 
perturbed map 
H,(u):=H(u)-d, 
d E IF8 N in formulating a 
(4.2) 
a bifurcation point u0 of H can be unfolded. This idea has been numerically employed by several 
authors, see e.g. [21] and [2]. Jiirgens, Peitgen and Saupe [27] gave a more general study of 
numerical perturbation techniques. 
If we are not in a position to monitor the sign of (4.1), then Sard’s Theorem offers a simple 
expedient for detecting bifurcation points on c and calculating a bifurcating branch. Using a 
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H ‘CO) 
Fig. 1. 
regular point u0 E H-‘(O) as a predictor, we obtain a corresponding point ud E H-‘(d) by a 
corrector procedure e.g. the nonlinear conjugate gradient method described in Section 3. 
Consider the two “initially parallel” curves c and cd which are defined as the respective solutions 
of the defining initial value problems 
ti = t(H’(u)), u(0) = 2.40; 
ti = t(H’(u)), u(0) = Ud. 
We now can traverse both curves simultaneously using one of the predictor-corrector 
algorithms described above. Initially, both curves are in close proximity. But by Sard’s theorem, 
the probability is one that the curve cd contains no singular points. Hence it must depart from c 
when a bifurcation point on c is approached at which the sign in (4.1) changes. Let us emphasize 
that the Jacobian is unchanged by the above perturbation, and hence possible sparseness 
structure is maintained by Hd also. Figure 1 illustrates this situation. The arrows designate the 
orientations induced by (4.1). 
5. Numerical examples 
We conclude with some sample numerical results which illustrate how numerical perturbations 
work for handling simple and multiple bifurcations. It is often possible to choose the discretiza- 
tion of an operator equation in such a way that also the resulting discretized equation H = 0 has 
a corresponding bifurcation point. Under reasonable non-degeneracy assumptions it is possible 
to obtain error estimates for the bifurcation point of the original problem. We shall not pursue 
such estimates here and refer the reader to the papers [ll] and [7-91. 
In particular, we consider the nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
Au(x, y) +X sin u(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) E Q, 
u(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) E a1(2, (5.1) 
where 1(2 E R 2 is a region having a piecewise smooth boundary. The problem (5.1) describes the 
buckled states of a loaded plate which is clamped on the boundary. The parameter X is related to 
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the loading parameter. In an earlier work Allgower and Chien [2] studied finite difference and 
finite element discretizations of (5.1) for the square plate 
tis := [o, 112. 
In this case, the bifurcations from the trivial solution u = 0 are known to occur at the eigenvalues 
x m,n = (m2 + n2)7r2 form, n=l,2,... (5.2) 
of the linearized problem 
Au(x, y) + Au(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) E 9,, 
+, Y) =0 for (x, Y) E atis, 
and the corresponding eigenfunctions are 
%,,(X? u) = ( sin max) sin(n7ry) for m, n = 1, 2, _ _. . (5.3) 
The more recent numerical results presented here deal with cases where the eigenvalues and 
bifurcation points are not as easily obtained from theoretical considerations. In particular, we 
find secondary bifurcations for the problem (5.1) on Us, and we find the buckled states of 
problem (5.1) for the following regions: 
9, := [o, 112 - ($) 112, L-shaped region, 
iI,:= [0, II2 - {[0, a) X [0, a) U (i, l] x (0, a]}, T-shaped region, 
St,:= [0, 112- {(i, i) X [0, a) U (a, :) x (2, I]}, H-shaped region, 
tic:= [o, 112 - ((a, i)‘>, concentric squares, 
a,:=[o,1]2-([o, ~)‘u[0,~)x(~;1] u($,l] x[0,:)u(:,1]2), 
cross-shaped region. 
Let us point out that usually secondary bifurcation points of the underlying operator equations 
are destroyed by discretizations which act similarly to the perturbations described in our 
discussion of Sard’s theorem (Theorem 4.2). However, occasionally secondary bifurcation of 
operator equations occur at which qualitative properties of the first branch change on the second 
(bifurcating) branch, e.g. a symmetry or periodicity property. If such qualitative properties are 
respected by the discretization, then often also the discretized equation has a secondary 
bifurcation point nearby. This is the case in the example given here. Similar phenomena have 
been observed by Beyn [9] and Georg [22]. A general theoretical investigation of such phenomena 
would be a worthwhile project. 
Let us now describe the discretization of (5.1), which we have chosen in order to make our 
illustrations simple. On the unit square Qs we place a uniform square mesh containing q interior 
division points in each co-ordinate direction. Choosing q + 1 to be divisable by 4, the meshes on 
the various regions have been chosen as restrictions of the mesh 
(xi, ~~):=(i ‘) wherei, j=O,l,..., q+l. 
q+1’ q+l (5 *4) 
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For 52, the discretization via central differences has been used yielding the block tridiagonal 
system of equations 
H(u, /&) := 
A I 
IA I 
. . . 
. . . 
I’ A’ I 
I A 
\ 
1 
I 
“1 
UN 
i sin ui 
+ &)2 sin:uN = OY 
\ I 
(5.5) 
where N = q*, I is the q x q identity matrix and A is the q X q tridiagonal matrix 
I-4 1 \ 
l-4 1 
A= *::. . 
. . 
1 -4’ 1 
1 -4, 
The discrete analogues of (5.1) for the other regions 3,, Ln,, etc. are similarly obtained by 
restricting the mesh of 52, to the corresponding subregion and accounting for the boundary 
conditions. It should be emphasized that H, is indefinite if p exceeds the first eigenvalue p(u), 
and hence the linear solvers which rely upon positive definiteness cannot be utilized. 
Since the numerical examples involve cases in which multiple bifurcations also occur in the 
discretizations, we briefly review how they can be handled via numerical perturbations. For the 
above discretization map H: R! N x R + RN, we note that the partial derivative H, is a symmetric 
N X N-matrix. Suppose for example, that the LU decomposition of H, is used in performing the 
predictor and corrector steps as described after (2.4) for numerically traversing a solution curve c 
in H-‘(O). It has been shown by Allgower and Chien [2] that under the above assumptions, 
singular points and hence possible bifurcation points along c can be detected by monitoring the 
signature of the diagonal of U. This results from Sylvester’s law of inertia. For our case, this 
technique is particularly useful, since (5.1) can be formulated as a zero problem for an odd 
gradient map 
vJ/+> r-l> = 0 
in some appropriate Sobolev space. It is known, cf. [5] that (0, pO) is a bifurcation point of the 
trivial solution having multiplicity m if m eigenvalues of V&O, p) change sign at p = pO. In the 
case of non-degeneracies, this means that m different curves branch off from the trivial solution. 
For the discrete problem (5.5), the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are well known 
to be given by 
El. m,n = 4(q + 1)’ sin* 
[ 
ma 
n71 
2(q+l) +sin22(q+1) 1 form, n=l,2 ,..., 
Um,n(Xi, _Y,) = sinzsins 
(5.6) 
P-7) 
for (xi, yj) as in (5.4). From (5.6) it is seen that pL,,, = X,,, + O((q + I)-*) and in addition, pL,,,, 
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Fig. 2. Contour of the solution for p = 43.8 on a primary 
branch bifurcating at pI,2 = 41.4. 
Fig. 3. Contour of the solution for p = 43.8 on a sec- 
ondary branch bifurcating from the above primary 
branch at p = 41.5. 
has the same multiplicity as A,,, in (5.2). Thus the multiplicity of A,,, is equal to the number of 
representations of m2 + n2 as a sum of squares of positive integers, and the same statement holds 
for P,,,. For example, pr,r is a simple eigenvalue, ~r,~ = p2,r. has multiplicity 2, pr,, = pL7,r = P~,~ 
has multiplicity 3, etc. Furthermore, the eigenvectors (5.7) indicate the symmetry structures of 
the buckled states. Similar nodal structures can be imitated in the numerical perturbations to 
obtain the bifurcating branches at simple or multiple bifurcations also in the other regions fir, 
fir, O,, etc. 
Our first numerical example concerns secondary bifurcations arising in the buckled states of 
1(2s modelled by the discretization (5.5). The first branches on which the secondary bifurcations 
occur are on those branching off at the eigenvalues ~r,~ = pl,r = 41.4. They are detected at 
Al. = 41.5. Contour diagrams for a solution on the primary branch and for a solution on the 
secondary branch at p = 43.8 are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. Corresponding results can 
be obtained by reflecting across the diagonal of L?, and are therefore not portrayed. Analogous 
results were obtained yielding secondary bifurcations at p = 73 when traversing the primary 
Fig. 4. Solution for the region D2, along the branch bifurcating at the simple bifurcation point p4 = 102.2. 
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Fig. 5. Solution for the region tic along a branch bifurcating at the double bifurcation point pL2 = p3 = 67.2. 
branches bifurcating at ~r,~ = p3,r = 64. Another pair of secondary bifurcations at p = 100 from 
the primary branches bifurcating from the trivial solution at pL2,3 = p3,* = 86.6 were obtained. 
In order to prevent our paper from becoming too lengthy, we shall only give graphical output 
for two of our examples in Figs. 4 and 5. The following accounting describes the numerical 
results for the various regions. 
52,: Pl = 38.6, p2 = 54.5, pFL3 = 75.0. The bifurcations are all simple, and the solutions on the 
corresponding branches have 0, 1 and 2 nodal curves respectively, i.e. curves in the interior where 
the solution vanishes. 
9,: Pl = 35.4, pL2 = 63.0, E_L~ = 73.0, Jo’, = 102.2. The bifurcations are all simple, and the 
solutions on the corresponding branches have 0, 1, 2 and 3 nodal curves respectively. 
firi: I-9 = 46.3, p2 = 71.3, p3 = 108.1. The bifurcations are all simple, and the solutions on the 
corresponding branches have 0, 1 and 2 nodal curves respectively. 
0,: /L1 = 59.4, /lL2 = PS = 67.2. The second bifurcation has multiplicity 2. The solutions on the 
corresponding branches have 0 and 1 nodal curves respectively. 
9,: Pl = 31.2, /.L* = /Lo = 71.3. The second bifurcation has multiplicity 2. The solutions on the 
corresponding branches have 0 and 1 nodal curves respectively. 
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